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OVERVIEW

Digital data play an increasingly important role in how we understand the present and the past. The challenges inherent in understanding and using digital data are as intellectually demanding as any other archaeological research endeavor. For these reasons, data management cannot be regarded as a simple compliance or technical issue. For data to be meaningfully preserved and used in intellectually rigorous ways, they need to be integrated fully into all aspects of archaeological practice, including ethics, teaching, and publishing. In this review, we highlight some of the significant and multifaceted challenges involved in managing data, including documentation, training, methodology, data modeling, trust, and ethical concerns. We then focus on the importance of building data literacy broadly among archaeologists so that we can manage and communicate the data our discipline creates. This involves more than learning to use a new tool or finding a data manager for one’s excavation or survey. Long-term, responsible stewardship of data requires understanding the workflows and human roles in data management. Putting effort now into thoughtful data management and broad data-literacy training means we will be able to make the most of the “bigger” data that archaeologists now produce. An important aspect of this reorientation will be to look beyond the boundaries of our own research projects and information systems. Future research, teaching, and public engagement needs will also compel us to explore how our data articulates with wider contexts—within and beyond our discipline.
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RESEARCH DATA AND ITS MANAGEMENT

The term “data” means different things to different people. For the purpose of this discussion, we consider data to mean the primary documentation of our research—including our field notes, images, and 3D models, as well as the entities modeled, described, and organized in our GIS files, spreadsheets, and relational databases. This discussion centers on the connections (or lack thereof) of various types of data created and managed by different people. Our hope is that greater attention to research data management and increased data literacy will make these different types and sources of data useful (and usable) as a more cohesive whole, thereby opening up new research opportunities.

Growing interest in archaeological data reflects a broader realignment in research priorities and expectations. This realignment involves a shift in focus from “final” products—such as books, journal papers, and reports—to a growing interest and concern over promoting quality, professionalism, and ethics in the research process that leads to those final products. For example, the recent granting requirement for data management plans (DMPs) helps to signal that demonstration of quality and professionalism in the process of research is becoming a more expected outcome of scholarship. Consequently, data management, ethics, and safety issues in field work (Colaninno et al. 2020; Colwell 2016; Heath-Stout and Hannigan 2020; Leighton 2020), community archaeology (Gonzalez 2016; Gupta et al. 2020), and even greater transparency in data analysis with reproducible research (Marwick 2017) all reflect a growing recognition that how one arrives at research outcomes is at least as important as the outcomes themselves.

The practice of developing and implementing a DMP is still relatively new in archaeology. DMPs tend to be project specific, and they vary in how they address topics such as data security, backups, data quality and validation, and provisions for long-term data preservation and access. We should emphasize that virtually every aspect of archaeological practice involves some element of data management, and this can no longer be considered as a separate, secondary concern in carrying out archaeological research projects. In other words, it is increasingly inadequate to see research data management as simply a “checkbox” requirement for grant applications.

If we consider data management as integral to all aspects of archaeological research, it should receive greater scrutiny and attention beyond the grant application DMPs, and this adjustment of priorities raises important considerations around data access and reuse:

- Do our data structures and schemas (the way we organize data) adequately represent the phenomena we want to observe and record?
- How do the data we create through excavation, survey, or archive and collections studies articulate with the data created by our colleagues, who are working on different systems and platforms both within and outside of our discipline (e.g., Beebe 2017; Faniel...
How do we get teams of collaborating researchers to identify and name items in ways that are consistent and unambiguous? For example, does “Trench IV” mean the same thing as “Trench 4”? And if so, how is that made explicit in databases—especially in different databases curated by different members of a project team (Figure 3)?

What research questions can be explored by citing and using data made accessible through generalized systems, such as tDAR or Open Context, and through special-purpose platforms such as (among others) the Canadian Archaeological Radiocarbon Database (CARD), the Pleiades gazetteer of ancient places, the Digital Archaeological Archive of Comparative Slavery, the Chaco Research Archive, Kerameikos, and Nomisma, or various government- and CRM-maintained data sources?

How do we navigate the landscape of opportunities for public engagement while reducing risks of race- or gender-targeted harassment and violence when presenting archaeological arguments and data in social media?

What is the role of digital data in addressing the ongoing “curation crisis” (Kersel 2015) in archaeology?

Research conducted by the Open Context team and colleagues as part of the National Endowment for the Humanities–funded Secret Life of Data (SLO-data) project highlights additional frictions in archaeological practice around the integration of excavation data and the data produced by later specialist and lab studies (Faniel et al. 2020). These are problems that cannot necessarily be solved with a tool or some other technological fix. This is because they are related to human workflows and communication. Most archaeologists use various digital tools to collect information during excavation, survey, and analysis. Despite the ubiquity of digital data collection, professional engagement with data may not be widely distributed across a team, and many research teams relegate data management responsibilities to a single specialist. This lack of integration of data literacy skills into archaeological training undermines data quality and inhibits later reuse of archaeological data. Data specialists are often temporary staff members and—for various reasons that include the precarious nature of short-term funding—they may need to leave a project, taking their unique skills and expertise with them. If data management skills are not more widely distributed, projects may find themselves unable to maintain critically needed workflows and information systems.

THE ROLE OF DATA LITERACY AND INCLUSIVITY IN THE FUTURE OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA

In addition to the human workflow and communication challenges around digital data, many archaeological projects are focused only on their own project’s database and data management and preservation strategies—that is, there is not yet much discussion of bridging data across projects or larger-scale data integration, which is what might start to get us closer to “bigger data” in archaeology. Increasing expectations around data access and reuse raises new professional development and training needs. Largely due to mandates from funders, a great deal of archaeological research data is now being archived, but the discipline still lacks good examples of its reuse. If one aim of preserving data is for others to be able to use it, we need to increase practitioners’ skills in accessing and using data. Broadening data literacy skills over the next decade will help us realize the full potential of archaeological data.

“Data literacy” has many definitions. A 2015 white paper by Rahul Bhargava and colleagues for the Beyond Data Literacy Workshop describes data literacy as “not primarily about enabling individuals to master a particular skill or to become proficient in a certain technology platform. Rather it is about equipping individuals to understand the underlying principles and challenges of data” (Data-Pop Alliance 2015:8). This description is useful because it does not promote a specific technique, service, or technology, but instead promotes deeper appreciation of foundational issues of empowerment, critical thinking, and argumentation. This white paper continues its description of data literacy with the following:

This understanding will in turn empower people to comprehend, interpret, and use the data they encounter—and even to produce and analyze their own data. This can only be achieved by considering data literacy . . . a means toward a necessary reinvention of community engagement and empowerment—towards what we term data inclusion (Data-Pop Alliance 2015:8).

It also emphasizes “the ability to read, work with, analyze, and argue with data” (Data-Pop Alliance 2015:14), and this emphasis...
on argumentation and critique helps situate data as a central concern for scholarship rather than technical proficiency with a specific software application. Archaeology offers rich opportunities to promote broader data inclusivity. Archaeologists must grapple with the interpretive challenges of incomplete and often ambiguous data (Faniel et al. 2013; Kansa 2012). Explicit documentation and justification of potentially contestable analytic steps can strengthen the rigor of archaeological knowledge claims. Emerging reproducible research practices emphasize use of open data together with greater transparency and public documentation of analytic and interpretive steps in research workflows with data (Marwick et al. 2017). If presented through accessible forms of pedagogy, reproducible research in archaeology can empower students to peer into the black box and evaluate the steps used in making claims with data.

Changing professional publication practices and norms to better cross-reference rich media and digital data with textual narratives and arguments can similarly promote broader data literacy. Recent hybrid publications in archaeology that incorporate digital media, such as 3D models and explicitly modeled Linked Open Data drawn from across the web, highlight future possibilities for communicating archaeology in engaging and analytically rigorous ways (e.g., Counts et al. 2020; Opitz et al. 2016; also discussed in Opitz [2018]). Leveraging these examples and drawing on expanding data literacy, new forms of integrating, visualizing, and communicating archaeological data will increasingly enhance the value and analytic power of our archaeological publications and reports. As data—especially well-contextualized and linked data—become more integral and expected in our professional communications, our community can make the many incremental contributions required to address the types of “grand challenge” questions raised by Kintigh and colleagues (2014).

FIGURE 2. Even on the same excavation project, teams working in different trenches may use different terminology, or they may record at different levels of specificity and detail. The SLO-data project found that differences in documentation occurred especially where teams worked in trenches located far apart (Faniel et al. 2020). Having an individual whose role is to spend time in each trench can help with consistency in data collection and ease of data integration across various parts of a project. What other practices can research teams adopt to make data collection more consistent and cohesive? Photo credit: “D4 Figure 2 from Turkey/Kenan Tepe/Area D/Trench 4” by Bradley Parker and Peter Cobb, Kenan Tepe 2012, in Open Context.

DATA-DRIVEN RESEARCH IN THE FUTURE OF ARCHAEOLOGY

Archaeologists, like practitioners in other disciplines, must navigate both the digital and the physical worlds. After all, much of our data models and describes landscapes, sites, deposits, objects, and other aspects of physical reality. We need better approaches to more clearly and explicitly associate our data with these physical things. A new initiative, the Internet of Samples (iSamples) project, aims to better manage linkages between physical scientific samples—including archaeological objects and ecofacts—and data about these objects. The project will develop services to provide globally unique identifiers for material samples, as well as critically needed metadata shared across multiple disciplines, including archaeology (https://isamples.org/). This is
one example of how archaeology can participate in informatics programs that can catalyze greater cross-disciplinary collaboration.

Data literacy requires more than familiarity with statistical methods and R or Python programming skills. Ethical, interpretive, and theoretical considerations cannot be divorced from data collection, modeling, analysis, presentation, and preservation. Consequently, data literacy must emphasize the ability to interrogate datasets and analytic steps in order to consider their implicit biases, blind spots, and tacit assumptions. Data literacy also helps to develop thinking about how data can and should relate to a broader context. That broader context can involve Linked Open Data kinds of modeling and integration with data curated by other expert communities. It can also mean greater critical awareness of how data should be interpreted and debated in different venues with different audiences.

The essays in this forum will explore a variety of topics, such as machine learning, big data, Linked Open Data, agent-based models, network analyses, 3D digitization programs, gaming, social media, preservation, and access. Like other areas of archaeological inquiry, these topics need debate informed by different schools of theoretical thought as well as Indigenous, feminist, and other perspectives. As demonstrated by this forum, broader and more inclusive participation in shaping data-driven research agendas promises to rekindle a flowering of creativity and renewed intellectual excitement in archaeology.
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